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Abstract

A new door has been designed to reduce hydrodynamic drag coefficient and in-

crease spread of door commonly used in the Mediterranean commercial demersal

trawl fisheries. Flume tank testing and engineering sea trials provide data which al-

low us to illustrate the performance and impact on the seabed of an existing door and

a new door design. In the flume tank, each model was tested over a range of attack

angles and for a limited range of otterboard heels. Curves of spreading-, drag- and

down-force coefficients have been calculated. In the case of sea trials in order to ex-

tract the hydrodynamic coefficients an analysis has been applied and a mathematical

model was used to calculate attack angle functions. From analysing the differences

between engineering sea trials and flume tank tests we have deduced some conclu-

sions about additional ground contact forces on sea trials that affect the performance

of the doors. Moreover, a comparison between reaction forces of the flume tank and

the estimation of reaction forces at sea has been given. Finally, this study allowed us

to notice important differences between traditional and experimental otterboards.

1 Introduction

The otterboard is a key component for ef-

fective and efficient use of an otter trawl.

The otterboard selected must open the

trawl to the correct wing-end spread but

also have the minimum physical impact

possible, combined with stable shooting

and handling. Many modern trawl doors

are the result of initial designs, improved

through practical trials until they work well

enough to be used commercially. Mod-

ern door designs are more advanced and

sophisticated as a result of increasing fuel

costs and the necessity to minimize impact

on the environment. Meeting these chal-

lenges has led to significant improvements

in the way new otterboards are designed

and tested. Manufacturers’ experience in

design and adjustment is important, but

flume-tank testing first and research sea tri-

als afterwards can help to ensure greater ef-

ficiency as well as lower impact by provid-

ing both quantitative and qualitative data

on spreading, drag and reaction forces for

different angles of attack, giving accurate

data on the most efficient operating regime.

We have found that most of them do not

take into account the differences between

model and full-scale tests. As full-scale

otterboards can dig into the sea bed, in

agreement with [1] we believe that addi-

tional ground contact forces apply to the

otterboard and, especially on soft ground
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and at low towing speeds, the spread of the

doors could well be higher due to the ex-

tra spreading force produced by the ground

shear. In this respect the current paper il-

lustrates the performance and impact on the

seabed of an existing door and a new door

design for demersal fisheries, with the main

purpose of discussing the differences be-

tween engineering sea trials and the flume-

tank tests and the differences between both

trawl doors.

2 Materials and methods

In order to specify the basic design of tra-

ditional doors, a review of common com-

mercial door specifications was made be-

fore the scale door trials. A typical ot-

terboard Cambered vee type (termed AR

door), commonly used in the commercial

Mediterranean demersal trawl fisheries,

was selected as the reference door (Table

1). A new experimental door (Clarck-Y

door) has been developed by the door man-

ufacture Grilli sas (Italy) in collaboration

with Prosilas sas (Italy) and CNR-ISMAR

of Ancona (Table 1). The experimental

door was designed to try to reduce hy-

drodynamic drag coefficient and increase

spread, and its design was based on the

most advanced hydrodynamic concepts in

improving the water flux on the upper part

of the trawl door to avoid vortices, which

are the cause of increased drag and cavita-

tions. Since the trawl doors mostly oper-

ate under approximately steady-state con-

ditions, the steady-state hydrodynamic co-

efficients are their most important hydro-

dynamic properties. To find these coeffi-

cients as accurate as possible, flume-tank

experiment was performed at the North Sea

Center flume-tank in Hirtshals (Denmark).

This made it possible to find the hydro-

dynamic forces for various combinations

of orientation angles. The hydrodynamic

forces are assumed to be pressure-induced

and, therefore for a given angle of attack,

proportional to the square of the trawl door

velocity relative to the water. It is, there-

fore, sufficient to do measurements for a

single velocity. The two large door models,

AR and Clarck-Y, were designed, produced

and tested in the flume tank. The scaling

of the physical models was based on the

normal scaling rules. The linear scale fac-

tor used here is defined as the quantity in

the full-scale trawl divided by the corre-

sponding quantity in the model. In general

terms, reductions to dimensions of a linear

nature are made throughout the model by

the amount of the basic factor. The fac-

tor concerning drag resistance, which is de-

pendent on surface area for its value, varies

proportionally with the square of the ve-

locity of water flow. Weight and buoy-

ancy forces that rely on volume for their

value are reduced by the cube of the basic

scale. Both the AR and Clarck-Y models

were tested in the flume-tank for a limited

range of otterboard heels with the intention

to make some quantitative measurements

of the performance (otterboard spreading-

and drag-forces) and of the reaction force

on the seabed. The total downward force of

a door on the seabed (equal to the reaction

force) is the resultant of the door weight in

water, the downward hydrodynamic force,

the upward force in the warp and the down-

ward force in the bridle. Because the model

is held in a fixed position, two angles of

heel (0 and 30 degrees outward) have been

tested. The spreading- and drag-force mea-

surements have been made using in-line

load cells, whereas to measure reaction

loads new load cells have been developed

to fit onto the door shoes. Two reaction

load cells were required on each door in
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(a) (b) 

Figure 1: Button load cells in place of existing shoe (a) and (b) particular of the lever

plates and ridge bars acting on the load cell.

ST FT ST FT

1.800 0.710 1.800 0.710

1.050 0.480 1.060 0.480

1.764 0.338 1.709 0.332

310 16.67 275 18.05WT

Parameter
AR Clarck-Y

L

H

Ap

 
L[m]: Length of otterboard; H[m]: Height of otterboard; Ap[m

2]: projected area of otterboard; WT[kg]: weight of otterboard in water. 

Table 1: Characteristics of the traditional Cambered Vee otterboard (AR), which is com-

monly used in the commercial Italian demersal trawl fisheries and of the experimental

otterboard (Clarck-Y). ST: full-scale, FT: scaled door.

case the door under test pitched the nose up

or down and lifted one off the bottom. But-

ton load cells were used to satisfy the need

for a compact low profile shape Figure 1.

Both the full-scale AR and Clarck-Y otter-

boards Figure 2 were tested in the Adri-

atic Sea, using the Italian Research Ves-

sel “G. Dallaporta”. All rigging compo-

nents of the gear were identical with those

commonly adopted in commercial practice

in Mediterranean demersal trawl fisheries

Figure 3. Sea trials were conducted in the

course of three sea cruises on two different

fishing grounds with depth ranges of 25-

30 m and 60-70 m. The first and the third

cruises (termed ST3.8[1] and ST3.8[3] re-

spectively) took place from 31/05/07 to

05/06/07 and from 03/03/08 to 13/03/08

respectively at about 27 m of depth with

a towing speed of 3.8 knots. The second

cruise (termed ST3.2[2]) was conducted

from 16/10/07 to 18/10/07 at a depth of

about 66 m with a towing speed of 3.2

knots. Overall, 12 valid hauls of the first

cruise, 9 of the second and 8 of the third

were analysed. In order to determine the

effects of the sea current, at least two tows

on reciprocal courses were made for each

gear arrangement tested. After the first

two cruises we realized that the Clarck-Y

door had poor spreading and shooting be-

haviour and hence instability might have

occurred. Therefore, in the third cruise the

attachment of the chain backstrop brack-

ets was moved 23 cm forward to try get-

ting larger spreading. The otterboard to

be used first was chosen randomly at the

beginning of each trip, then the two otter-

boards were alternated on the same trawl.

Adverse weather conditions prevented the
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Figure 2: Particular of the Cambered vee AR (on the left) and Clarck-Y (on the right)

otterboards. Pictures on the top show the SCANMAR angle sensor mounted on the ot-

terboard for measuring heel- and pitch-angles of the door.

same number of hauls from being per-

formed with both otterboards. During all

the hauls done, the SCANBAS SGM-15

system (SCANMAR, Norway) was used

to measure the gear performance: door

spread, horizontal net opening, heel and

pitch door angles. Moreover, two MICREL

(France) underwater force sensors were in-

serted just in front and in the backside of

the port-door to measure the drags ahead

and behind the otterboard. All the in-

struments were linked by RS232/485 se-

rial ports to a personal computer, which

automatically control the data acquisition

and provide the correct functioning of the

system in real time through an appropri-

ately developed Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0

program. In order to compare full- and

scaled-otterboards, we balanced the forces

and then the spreading-, drag- and down-

forces of full-scale otterboard have been

obtained. These forces in the case of scaled

door are known as a function of attack- and

heel-angle with zero pitch-angle, however

attack-angle of the full-scale door was un-

known, therefore we also propose a model

to calculate the attack-angle at sea trials. A

more detailed description of the analysis is

given in [2].

3 Results

Data from the flume-tank and the experi-

mental sea trials, together with the results

obtained by the model, are summarized in

Table 2. In the sea trials we have measured

the door spread (HDS[m]), the horizontal

net opening (HNO[m]), the heel- (φ [deg.])

and the pitch-angle (θ [deg.]) of the door,

the warp attachment position to the otter-

board (so named hole number HF on Table

2) as well as the tensions exerted to the ot-

terboard by the warp (W[kg]) and by the

bridle (B[kg]). We also have reported the

results obtained with our analysis applied

to the sea trials data: drag-, spreading- and

down-force coefficients, efficiency and the

corresponding attack angles (α[deg.]). In
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A

B
C D

F

E

G

 

 Description 
Sea Cruise 

ST3.8[1] ST3.2[2] ST3.8[3] 

A Warp (  16 mm) 200 m 400 m 200 m 

B Otterboard AR, Clarck-Y AR, Clarck-Y AR, Clarck-Y 

C Combination rope (∅ 22 mm) 6.5 m 6.5 m 6.5 m 

D Combination rope (∅ 22 mm) 100 m 110 m 100 m 

E Wire (∅ 14 mm) 52.5 m 8 m 52.5 m 

F Combination rope (∅ 36 mm) 50 m 5 m 50 m 

G Chain 3.30 m 3.30 m 3.30 m 
 

Figure 3: Main details of the gear rigging adopted during the first (ST3.8[1]), second

(ST3.2[2]) and third (ST3.8[3]) sea cruises.

Table 2, the values of the reaction force, Rz

[kg] are also shown. For each door type,

flume tank tests were carried out at either

two angles of heel (0 and 30 degree out-

ward) over a range of angles of attack from

30° to 49°. 0° heel is considered to be when

the door is upright, or for a vee door (as for

the case of AR and Clarck-Y) when the top

plate is vertical. Considering the results at

sea, which revealed for the heel a range of

operation between -2° and 14°, in the cur-

rent paper only tests at 0° heel have been

analysed and compared with sea trials. The

dimensions of models were measured and

projected areas evaluated using the video

analysis software (Image Pro Plus, 2005)

on the basis of the outline shape of the ot-

terboards (Table 1). Hydrodynamic coef-

ficients (CD, CL and CZ) and down-force

coefficient (C’z) are reported in Table 2 and

shown in Figure 4 as function of attack an-

gle (α[deg.]). In the range of attack angles

studied, the door AR has a higher drag and

lift components than Clarck-Y door. The

drag component for the AR door increases

as the angle of attack increases, conversely

the Clarck-Y door is hold steady (Fig. 4).

Examining the spreading component curve

Figure 4, it can be seen that CL presents a

maximum for AR door while it decreases

monotonously for the Clarck-Y door. In

general for both door models the efficiency

looks similar and a reduction in the angle

of attack will, therefore, always give better

efficiency (CL/CD) as it can be seen in Fig-

ure 4. In Figure 4 we have also plotted, for

both doors, the hydrodynamic down-force

coefficient (Cz) and the down-force coef-

ficient (C’z). The graph for the two door

models shows that C’z decreases with the

attack-angle, while Cz does not seem to de-

pend on the attack angle. The Reference

vee AR door produces smaller Cz in abso-

lute value, ranging around -0.40, than the

Clarck-Y door, which is approximately -

0.50 (see Table 2 and Figure 4). Moreover,

for a given attack angle, the absolute val-

ues of the down-force coefficient and con-

sistently the reaction forces are greater in

the AR door (Table 2 and Figure 4). The

performance of each full-scale otterboard

at sea was ascertained over a range of an-

gles of attack from 22° to 43° (Table 2).

These angles, calculated on the basis of

the model proposed in [2], were achieved

by adjusting the warp attachment position
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Figure 4: Drag-force coefficient, (CD) lift-force coefficient, CL efficiency coefficient,

Eff(CL/CD) hydrodynamic down-force coefficient, CZ and down-force coefficient, C’Z,

with angle of attack, Alpha: comparison between the experimental flume-tank (circle

points and continuous lines) and full-scale (cross points and dotted lines) obtained on

the Cambered vee AR (AR) and Clarck-Y (CY) otterboards. In the last graph on the

right, the hydrodynamic down-force coefficient, CZ(FT2.2), obtained in the flume-tank

experiment at 2.2 kn has been reported together the C’Z data, C’Z(FT2.2). The C’Z data

attained during the sea trials at towing speed of 3.2 (ST3.2) and 3.8 kn (ST3.8) have been

also underlined.

to the otterboard (HF) and in the cruise

ST3.8[3] by also modifying the attachment

of the chain backstrop brackets which was

moved 23 cm forward. The testing proce-

dure adopted gives accurate and consistent

results to define the performance of trawl

doors in sea trial conditions. Coefficients

of drag-, lift- and down-forces (CD, CL

and C’z respectively) for each cruise are

shown in Figure 4 as a function of attack

angle, the confidence region is due to the

sea cruise variability. Results for the cam-

bered vee AR door show higher values of

both drag- and lift-coefficient than the ex-

perimental Clarck-Y door (Table 2 and Fig-

ure 4). Behaviour of drag coefficient in

both doors presents some differences: in

AR door it rises steeply with attack angle

while in Clarck-Y it increases steadily. The

lift coefficient tendency is different in both

doors: it presents a maximum for the AR

door but it increases with the attack angle

for the Clarck-Y door (Figure 4). Appar-

ently, for a given attack angle, the Clarck-Y

showed an evident higher efficiency (Fig-

ure 4), however a poor shooting behaviour

and lower performance in the door spread

(see Table 2) was noticed at sea and some-
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Figure 5: Statistical models at 0° of heel for the drag-force coefficient (CD), lift-force

coefficient (CL), efficiency coefficient (Eff(CL/CD)) and reaction force (RZ[kg]) with

angle of attack (Alpha): comparison between the flume-tank (continuous line) and full-

scale (dotted line) obtained on the Cambered vee AR (AR) and Clarck-Y (CY) otter-

boards. The bold line represents the ratio between the full-scale and the flume-tank test.

For RZ[kg], the data of the flume-tank experiment carried out at 2.2 kn (FT2.2) and full-

scale attained at towing speed of 3.2 (ST3.2) and 3.8 kn (ST3.8) have been underlined.

times the otterboard tended to be unsta-

ble (heterogeneous measurements of door

spread and tensions). Probably for this

reason the drag of the Clarck-Y was very

low compared to the AR door (Figure 4)

and hence the higher efficiency (Figure 4).

Fine adjustment of the attachment of the

chain backstrop brackets, and consequently

of the angle of attack, carried out just be-

fore the third cruise proved to be necessary

as the instability disappeared and the door

spread improved (Table 2), conversely in

such conditions, the Clarck-Y provided ev-

idence of lower performance than AR (Ta-

ble 2). In Figure 4, we can observe as

down-force coefficient C’z is towing speed

dependent and, for a given speed, it is sim-

ilar in the two otterboards. The absolute

value of C’z ranges between 0.31-0.50 at

the towing speed of 3.8 kn, and it reaches

higher absolute values (0.60-0.93) at 3.2

kn. Table 3 shows in details the compar-

ison between the two full-scale doors. In

this table, for each warp attachment posi-

tion (HF), estimated values of attack-, heel-

and pitch-angles and corresponding drag,

lift and efficiency coefficients for both the

doors have been summarized. In both

doors the attack-, heel- and pitch-angles in-

crease as warp towing point (HF) moved

aft. Moreover, the differences in attack

angles between consecutives towing points
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j a CD CL Eff C'z Cz HDS HNO W B δ q Rz

[deg.] [deg.] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [m] [m] [kg] [kg] [deg.] [deg.] [kg]

ST3.8[1] AR 3.5 1 22.0 0.82 2.01 2.45 -0.39 - 81.7 21.38 2028 1713 5.0 8.9 -22.1

3.1 1 24.2 0.84 1.73 2.06 -0.32 - 77.4 20.61 1892 1565 6.1 9.7 5.4

2.8 2 24.6 0.99 1.96 1.98 -0.36 - 78.5 20.65 1973 1618 5.7 9.2 -8.6

3.3 2 24.5 0.86 1.68 1.96 -0.31 - 77.3 20.61 1851 1518 6.3 9.7 9.1

CY 3.8 2 27.8 0.28 1.02 3.60 -0.39 - 51.3 15.18 1630 1507 5.1 10.4 3.0

7.3 2 31.3 0.32 0.91 2.83 -0.39 - 50.8 14.99 1475 1340 5.7 13.3 17.5

8.4 3 32.5 0.32 0.93 2.96 -0.44 - 53.3 16.18 1446 1315 5.0 14.0 2.5

4.4 3 33.6 0.36 1.08 2.98 -0.35 - 53.5 15.49 1653 1501 5.6 12.2 38.8

5.6 4 36.3 0.33 1.06 3.26 -0.46 - 54.6 16.51 1542 1410 4.7 14.1 9.9

6.6 4 35.2 0.40 0.99 2.44 -0.42 - 54.4 16.55 1476 1316 5.3 13.9 17.8

7.8 4 33.6 0.33 0.97 2.94 -0.44 - 51.1 15.91 1558 1422 4.8 13.8 6.8

5.9 3 24.3 0.36 0.98 2.76 -0.38 - 53.9 17.52 1529 1381 5.5 9.4 -5.8

ST3.2[2] AR 9.5 3 37.2 1.32 2.05 1.55 -0.84 - 98.5 28.76 1499 1194 4.0 13.6 -112.1

5.4 3 36.3 1.29 2.13 1.65 -0.69 - 92.8 28.73 1713 1400 4.6 11.8 -77.9

10.0 4 39.1 1.34 1.92 1.43 -0.78 - 97.4 28.65 1450 1134 4.7 14.5 -94.6

4.0 4 37.7 1.51 2.22 1.47 -0.60 - 97.2 28.19 1715 1349 5.4 11.4 -52.8

7.0 5 42.9 1.63 2.01 1.23 -0.74 - 98.1 28.63 1549 1160 4.8 13.9 -80.5

CY 9.3 4 33.8 0.48 1.41 2.93 -0.92 - 55.1 16.33 1628 1509 2.2 13.3 -107.9

13.0 4 34.9 0.52 1.27 2.45 -0.93 - 61.4 18.83 1327 1203 2.6 15.1 -107.1

13.6 3 33.5 0.47 1.19 2.51 -0.80 - 65.8 21.04 1251 1130 3.6 14.9 -84.6

13.2 3 27.9 0.58 1.31 2.25 -0.89 - 62.2 19.12 1357 1218 2.9 11.2 -114.8

ST3.8[3] AR 0.6 2 26.9 0.80 2.07 2.59 -0.36 - 90.2 22.28 1825 1524 6.0 9.2 -3.5

-1.2 2 27.3 0.77 2.32 3.01 -0.38 - 86.0 21.30 1982 1708 5.6 8.2 -10.7

3.8 2 30.5 0.90 1.94 2.15 -0.50 - 92.3 22.81 1685 1355 4.9 11.0 -45.5

4.7 2 30.1 0.83 2.32 2.81 -0.36 - 94.3 23.65 1939 1629 5.7 12.1 0.9

2.6 2 31.4 1.01 1.90 1.88 -0.45 - 92.4 23.12 1718 1341 5.3 10.8 -28.0

CY 13.8 2 33.8 0.56 1.08 1.91 -0.47 - 78.2 19.41 1147 930 5.7 17.1 -1.8

12.7 3 40.1 0.80 1.27 1.58 -0.47 - 76.7 18.59 1321 1035 5.4 18.7 19.5

14.4 4 43.5 0.59 1.33 2.24 -0.45 - 75.8 18.83 1364 1145 5.4 21.6 36.2

FT AR 0.0 - 44.2 1.33 1.04 0.78 -1.86 -0.40 - - - - - - -167.5

- 42.7 1.34 1.12 0.83 -2.00 -0.44 - - - - - - -178.5

- 37.2 1.07 1.14 1.06 -1.53 -0.40 - - - - - - -128.5

- 35.0 1.01 1.15 1.14 -1.60 -0.39 - - - - - - -139.0

- 30.4 0.93 1.10 1.19 -1.55 -0.35 - - - - - - -137.3

CY 0.0 - 44.6 1.03 0.82 0.79 -1.57 -0.58 - - - - - - -110.2

- 41.0 0.95 0.87 0.92 -1.51 -0.54 - - - - - - -107.7

- 34.0 0.90 1.02 1.13 -1.41 -0.48 - - - - - - -103.0

- 38.3 1.05 0.97 0.92 -1.46 -0.47 - - - - - - -108.9

FC Door HF

 

Table 2: Results obtained in the sea cruises: ST3.8[1], ST3.2[2], ST3.8[3] and flume-tank

tests (FT). Traditional- (AR) and experimental doors (CY) were daily alternated. Heel

angle of otterboard (φ) warp attachment position to the otterboard (HF) angle of attack of

otterboard (α), drag force coefficient (CD), spreading force coefficient (CL), efficiency

of otterboard (Eff), down-force coefficient (C’Z), and hydrodynamic down-force coeffi-

cient (CZ), horizontal door spread (HDS), horizontal net opening (HNO), warp tension

(W), bridle tension (B), warp pitch angle (δ) pitch angle of the otterboard (θ), reaction

force (Rz).

are not constant and, in fact, these differ-

ences are smaller as towing point moves

aft (or as hole number increases). Com-

paring both doors, we noticed the Clarck-Y

worked with bigger heel- and pitch-angles

than AR door. Of special interest for this

study is the performance of the full-scale

door spread due to its importance to door

manufacturers and fishermen (see in Table

3 the estimated values of door spread cal-

culated as a function of CL). It can be seen

that, for all the tested conditions, the hor-

izontal door spread of the full-scale tradi-

tional AR door was higher than that of the

experimental Clarck-Y door, even though

not more than 26%. In order to compare

door results from flume-tank and sea trials

we have plotted in Figure 5 the statistical

models of drag- and lift-force coefficients,

efficiency and reaction force Rz, for the

full-scale curves the confidence region is

due to the sea cruise variability. The regres-

sion curves shown in Figure 5 have been

obtained by General Linear Models (GLM)

procedures. The angle-of-attack and the

heel of the door have been included in the

models as a covariate and the door-type and

type-of-experiment (sea cruises ST3.8[1],
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a j q CD CL Eff HDS

[deg.] [deg.] [deg.] [-] [-] [-] [m]

AR

1 22.2 2.3 9.8 0.83 1.87 2.25 76.5

2 28.6 3.0 10.2 0.91 2.07 2.29 93.9

3 34.2 4.7 11.2 1.12 2.14 1.91 99.3

4 39.1 7.0 12.6 1.41 2.10 1.49 96.6

5 43.1 9.5 14.3 1.74 2.02 1.16 89.3

CY

1 * 24.5 7.0 12.7 0.36 1.06 2.99 56.2

2 33.8 9.1 13.7 0.38 1.12 2.91 59.7

3 40.1 11.9 15.5 0.51 1.25 2.45 68.9

4 43.5 13.8 16.9 0.61 1.35 2.20 76.1

5 * 44.0 14.1 17.2 0.63 1.37 2.17 77.3

Door HF

 
Note: for the Clarck-Y door, the values of the warp attachment position to the otterboard (HF) have been calculated on the basis of 
the results obtained with the modified otterboard used in the ST3.8[3] cruise.  
(*) The warp attachment positions to the otterboard (HF) nr. 1 and 5 have been extrapolated from the other tested HF. 
 

Table 3: Estimated values of full-scale traditional- (AR) and experimental (CY) doors

for each warp attachment position to the otterboard (HF). Angle of attack of otterboard

(α), heel angle of otterboard (φ), pitch angle of the otterboard (θ), drag force coefficient

(CD), spreading force coefficient (CL), efficiency of otterboard (Eff), horizontal door

spread (HDS).

ST3.2[2], ST3.8[3] or flume-tank) as fac-

tors. The use of further variables did not

substantially improve the approximation of

data. Considering that only the flume-tank

tests at 0° heel have been analysed, the

curves have been produced by zeroing the

heel term. It should be noted that flume-

tank curves of CD, CL correspond to a

pure hydrodynamic effect while the coef-

ficients from sea trials have been affected

by the seabed effect also. For the AR ot-

terboard, practically the same tendencies

between the model and full-scale experi-

mental trials were found in all the curves

with angle of attack. For the drag- and

lift-force coefficients, we obtained for this

door the expected results: sea trials re-

sult in higher values than the flume-tank

ones (Figure 5), this is coherent with the

fact that with real seabed there is an ad-

ditional friction and ground shear effect.

To be precise the maximum values ob-

tained in sea trials are for the drag and lift,

around 50% and 100% respectively more

than flume-tank ones (see bold lines in Fig-

ure 5). While for the Clarck-Y there is no

evidence of coherent tendencies as above-

mentioned in section 3.2. For both doors,

the graph for efficiency in Figure 5 shows

that, for a given attack angle, efficiency at

sea is higher than in flume-tank, in particu-

lar the maximum ratio is 1.9 and 3.9 for AR

and Clarck-Y door respectively. To com-

pare the effect of seabed in vertical direc-

tion we have estimated the values of reac-

tion force Rz. In Figure 5, the continu-

ous lines are the scaled values of reaction

forces measured in the flume-tank and dot-

ted lines are the full-scale ones, discerned

for towing speeds 3.2 and 3.8 kn (ST3.2

and ST3.8 respectively). Comparing the

full-scale doors, the reaction forces with

angle of attack have inconsistent tenden-

cies. We observe that reaction force, start-

ing now the discussion of it will be in ab-

solute value, depends strongly on the tow-
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j a q CD CL Eff

[deg.] [deg.] [deg.] [-] [-] [-]

AR

CLMAX FT(0) 0.0 - 36.3 - 1.05 1.15 1.09

ST(H0) 0.0 2 29.3 8.6 1.12 2.30 2.05

ST(H) 4.7 3 34.2 11.2 1.05 2.10 2.00

CL=Eff FT(0) 0.0 - 34.1 - 1.00 1.14 1.14

ST(H0) 0.0 2 26.7 8.6 1.00 2.24 2.24

ST(H) 4.2 3 32.8 10.9 1.00 2.10 2.10

EffMAX FT(0) 0.0 - 28.5 - 0.89 1.06 1.20

ST(H0) 0.0 1 21.5 8.6 0.74 1.76 2.38

ST(H) 2.5 2 25.6 10.0 0.85 1.98 2.34

CY

CLMAX FT(0) 0.0 - - - - - -

ST(H0) 0.0 3 39.7 11.0 0.45 1.55 3.44

ST(H) - - - - - - -

CL=Eff FT(0) 0.0 - 39.3 - 1.00 0.93 0.93

ST(H0) 0.0 - - - - - -

ST(H) 16.5 6 * 47.4 19.2 1.00 1.48 1.48

EffMAX FT(0) 0.0 - - - - - -

ST(H0) 0.0 2 31.5 11.0 0.40 1.41 3.56

ST(H) 7.2 2 25.8 12.8 0.37 1.05 2.88

Door HF

 
CLMAX: maximum spreading force coefficient; CL=Eff: optimum condition at a given angle of 
attack when CL=Eff and with different attack-angles decrease one of the two; EffMAX: 
maximum efficiency of the otterboard. 

Note: (*) the warp attachment position to the otterboard, HF=6, does not exist (see Fig. 5). 
The statistical model estimated, for that angle of attach (α), a backward attachment position 
to get larger attack-angle. 

Table 4: Estimated values of traditional- (AR) and experimental (CY) doors for the

flume-tank, FT(0) sea cruises at 0° of heel, ST(H0) and when heel is free to vary, ST(H).

Heel angle of otterboard (φ) warp attachment position to the otterboard (HF), angle of

attack of otterboard (α), pitch angle of the otterboard (θ), drag force coefficient (CD),

spreading force coefficient (CL), efficiency of otterboard (Eff).

ing speed, in particular Rz increases when

towing speed decreases. Furthermore, the

reaction force is, in general, smaller at sea

than in the flume-tank tests, probably due

to the small towing speed used in flume-

tank tests (TS=2.2 kn). Comparing both

doors in flume-tank tests at a given angle of

attack and for the same towing speed, the

reaction of AR is higher than the Clarck-

Y. Furthermore, Clarck-Y is more sensitive

to changes of towing speed and it seems

that it has a lower impact than AR door

when towing speed is higher. Positive val-

ues of Rz have been observed for Clarck-Y

in all trials with a towing speed of 3.8 kn,

this means that this door might has been

flown at this speed, likely due to the poor

warp and backstrop attachments. In Table 4

are summarized at which attack angle both

doors had the maximum lift (CLMAX) and

the maximum efficiency (EffMAX) both in

flume-tank and sea trials. In order to get

the optimum door performance condition,

we have found the attack angle at which

we have the concurrence of optimum effi-

ciency and lift (i.e. efficiency equals lift,
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CL=Eff). For the sea trials, the results

are presented for two cases: zeroing the

heel term, ST(H0), and without any con-

straint of the heel, ST(H). In each case

the corresponding warp towing point (HF)

have been also calculated. For AR door,

in general the differences of the estimated

attack angle values between sea trials at

0° heel and flume tank tests is around 7

degrees (Table 4). The warp attachment

position to the otterboard with maximum

lift at sea was found at HF=3, with a cor-

responding attack angle of 34.2º. At the

same HF, this otterboard works in opti-

mum condition (CL=Eff) and attack angle

of 32.8° (Table 4). Meanwhile the maxi-

mum efficiency was reached at sea with the

HF=2 and a correspondent α=25.6°. For

Clarck-Y door, in some cases it was not

possible to find these values (see Figure

4). The optimum behaviour of this door at

sea was reached at HF=6 (α=47.4°), which

does not exist. Therefore, the statistical

model applied estimated a fictitious back-

ward warp attachment position to get op-

timum condition of Clarck-Y door. As a

result of the model we have also found

the location of the fictitious center of pres-

sure, affected by ground effect. Usually

in flume-tank the longitudinal distance is

around 40% (see [1]) in sea trials we found

it was around 60% for both AR and Clarck-

Y. With respect to zp, in AR is located in

the upper door plate above the cord, at 66%

of the height, while in Clarck-Y it is on the

lower plate, at approximately 55% of the

height.

4 Discussion and conclu-

sions

This paper illustrates the performance and

impact on the seabed of an existing door

(termed AR door) and a new door design

(Clarck-Y door) for demersal fisheries, dis-

cussing the differences between engineer-

ing sea trials and flume-tank tests and also

the differences between both trawl doors.

We provided some results related to be-

haviour of otterboards such as the drag-

, lift- and down-coefficient hydrodynamic

coefficients and the angle of attack. A valu-

able indicator of the impact of the otter-

board on the seabed such as the reaction

force of the otterboards, was also calcu-

lated. The current paper is not new only

because it gives details on two unstudied

otterboards but it also undertakes a more

detailed and rigorous analysis using sea tri-

als data, which is why it is been credited.

In flume-tank tests both doors not only pre-

sented a similar behaviour with attack an-

gle but also similar magnitude of drag-,

lift- and efficiency coefficients. Meanwhile

comparing both doors in sea trials there

are important differences, for instance, AR

door works with a higher drag- and lift-

force as well as a larger spread but lower ef-

ficiency (CL/CD) than Clarck-Y door. As a

main result of this work, we estimated val-

ues of attack-, heel- and pitch-angles and

the corresponding horizontal door spread,

drag-, lift- and efficiency coefficients in sea

trials condition for each warp attachment

position to the otterboard. This is use-

ful information both for door manufactur-

ers and fishermen: the maximum lift and

the optimum behaviour estimated for the

AR otterboard were for the third attach-

ment warp position. For Clarck-Y door, the

estimated optimum condition might have
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been reached at a fictitious aft warp attach-

ment position (i.e. moving further 55mm

backward to the existing last one). Fi-

nally, we can extract some conclusions of

the doors’ impact on the seabed studying

the reaction force. The reaction force was,

in general, smaller at sea than in the flume-

tank tests, probably due to the small tow-

ing speed used in flume-tank tests. In the

flume-tank test the reaction has been mea-

sured and we observed, for a given attack

angle, it is smaller in Clarck-Y door than

AR door. For sea trials data, a prediction

of reaction force has been calculated con-

sidering an equivalent hydrodynamic of the

flume-tank experiment. In sea trials the

estimation of reaction force was strongly

dependent on towing speed, in particular

the doors’ impact decreases when towing

speed increases. In particular, Clarck-Y

presents positive values of reaction force

when towing speed is around 3.8 kn, which

means a poor warp and backstrop rigging.

Although, computational modelling is a

valuable complementary tool to assess be-

haviour of an otterboard [3], and it can esti-

mate door performances and loads, design

defects are clearly visible in flume tank

and do not require more questioning, while

viewing the results of the simulation can

be sometimes more complex. For this rea-

son, scaled prototypes in flume-tank exper-

iments have been extensively used to pre-

dict the behaviour of the fishing gear [4].

However, it is difficult to achieve a dy-

namic similarity between the prototype and

the full-scale gear. Comparing flume-tank

test data and sea trials data from otterboard

we also noticed important differences. This

difference is important in AR door (a factor

of 2) and using only flume-tank test results

it is not possible to predict the real spread

of the door at sea. Moreover, it is notice-

able that comparing flume tank data and

sea trials, AR door has similar trends ver-

sus attack angle of drag, lift and efficiency

while for the Clarck-Y door there is no

evidence of coherent tendencies. In addi-

tion, the optimum attack angle (maximum

lift and maximum efficiency) for Clarck-Y

door is very different in sea trials and flume

tank. Meanwhile for AR door the optimum

behaviour is reached at an attack angle of

32.8º (warp towing point HF=3) which is

only 1.3 degrees smaller than in the flume

tank. The current paper shows that data

from the flume-tank do not always seem

to reflect the real performance of doors at

sea, where there is a valuable impact on

the seabed. It is well known that at sea

other variables like towing speed, heel or

pitch, soft seabed may also affect the hy-

drodynamics and behaviour of the otter-

boards [1]. Notwithstanding the foregoing,

there was generally a better agreement be-

tween the result from the flume tank tests

and the full-scale trials with the traditional

AR door: the full-scale door and the model

reacted in similar ways. But the behaviour

of the Clarck-Y door at sea corresponded

poorly with that obtained in the flume-tank.

However, we foresee future works with this

door because the promising door perfor-

mance was in general not verified.
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